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Decision 99-05-051 May 27 I 1999 ~~(ffi~~~~ 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Application of SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC 
COl\1PANY~ (1) inforll'ling the Con\fnission of 
the Probable TiIiling of the End of its 'Electric 
Rate Freeze, (2) for AuthorizatiOIl to Change' 
Electric Rates Through Implementation of 
Interim Ratenlaking Mcchanisn\s Concurrent 
with Tern\iIlatiorl of the Electric Rate Freeze, 
and (3) for Authorization to Change Electric 
Rates by Adding New, and Revising or 
Terrninating ExistiI'\g, Rate and Revenue 
Mechanisms al\d RMe Designs. 

And Related ~1atters. 

OPINION 

Summary 

Application 99-02-029 
(Filed February 19, 1999) 

Application 99-01-019 
Applkation99-01-034 
Application 99-02-029 

. This decision approves, with certain conditions, a settlement filed in this 

proceedh\g on April 15, 1999 which establishes accounting, ratemaking, and 

customer inforn'ation requirements for San Diego Gas and Electric COlllpany 

(SDG&E) in endhlg the "tral\sition period" enacted by Assembly Bill (AB) 1890. 

The end of SDG&E's transition period signifies that SDG&E has recovered all 

uneconomic generatiOl\ costs subjC(t to All 1890's provisions and, also pursuant 

to AB 1890, removes the requhemellt that SDG&E/s rates be frozen at levels ill 

effect on JUlie 10, 1996. 
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Background 

In these consolidated proceedings, the Commissiofl is considering how to 

end the transition period for Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern 

California Edison Company, and SDG&E. The <lssociated applications also 

propose ratemaking arrangements for post-transition period regulatiOl\. The 

transition period is identified and required by Section 367 of All 1890 for an 

electric utility seeking to recover the cost of getleration assets that the utility' 

would not otherwise be able to recover itl a cOIllpetitive generation market. 

During that transition period, the statute provides that the utility's rates will be 

frozen at levels in efleet on June 10, 1996. 

Pursuant to COlllrnission decisions implementing these provisions, SDG&E 

has complied with the requiremel'lts of Section 367 which goven) the lral\sition 

period and the recovery of uneconomic generation assets. SDG&E estimates that 

the costs of relevant generation assets will have beel} recovered on or about 

July 1,1999. Its application requests approval of interim revenue and ratemaking 

mechanisms and rate design which would be effective upon termination of the 

transition period and rate freeze. 

The Commission held a prehearing conference on the matter at which the 

assigned Administrative Law Judge (AL» and Assigned Commissioner urged the 

parties to settle outst<lnding issues. Subsequently, SDG&E filed a Inotion to 

adopt a settlement on April 15, 1999. The settlement is also signed by QUice of 

Ratepayer Advocates, Enron, Utility Consumer Action Network, the California 

Power Exchange Corporation, Southern California Edison Company, Federal 

Ex~utive Agencies, California Cily·County Street Light Association, Alliance (or 

Retail Markets, Ca1ifornia Farm Bureau Federation, California Retailers 

Association, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Coalitiol\ of California Utility 

Employees and the Automated Power Exchange Corporation. The Commission 
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held a day of hearing on April 20, 1999 to clarify the terms of the settlement at 

which the assigned ALJ presided and the Assigned Commissioner attended. 

The Settlement 

The settlement provides for the terminatiOl\ of SDG&E's transition period 

as follows: 

pX Price and ISOjPX 8alancing Account. The Power Exchange (PX) 

(electric commodity) prke for customers taking electric service from SDG&E 

(referred to as "bundled" custonlers) will be calculated !1sing the existing 

formula and subject to change pursuant to Commission order. The PX price will 

appear on direct access customers' bills for informational purposes. SDG&E will 

create a new balandng account that will provide it dollar-for-dollar recovery of 

Indepelldent System Operation (ISO) uplift charges, and energy and ancillary 

services procurement costs, among other things. 

Reliability l\1ust Run (Rl\1R) Costs. Recognizing that RMR costs are 

subject to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's (FERC) sole jurisdiction, 

SDG&E states its intent to apply to FERC for recovery of Rl\'tR costs. J( the FERC 

docs not authorize such recovery prior to the end of the transition period, the 

settlement permits SDG&E to create a balancing account which will pennit it to 

recover RMR costs (rom retail customers according to existing methods for 

allocating transmission costs. 

On-Going Transition Costs. The settlement would permit SUG&E to 

recover authorized "post-rate freeze traJ\sition costs" (such as those resulting 

from purchased power contracts and the nuclear costs) by recording them in the 

existing Transition Cost Balancing Account (TCBA) and recovering them through 

the existing COll\petitioll Transition Charge (Cfe). The costs \vQuld be allocated 

using a system average percentage change method. 
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Rate Reduction Bonds. The settlement does not resolve the issue of 

whether the interest on SOG&E's rate reduction bond overcolleclions should 

change, as SDG&E proposes in a petition to modify 0.97-09-057. The settlement 

proposes the matter be addressed iI\ Phase II of these consolidated applications if 

the Commission has not addressed the petition to modify h}t that time. The 

seulenlent also informs the Commission that the state legislature may address the 

issue of unrealized bond-financed savings which SDG&E's witness estimated to 

be about $480 ll\illion. Duritlg the interin'l, SDC&E will not offset the Trust 

Transfer An\ount (ITA) with charges which reflect the principal and interest 

paid to bondholders. The settlement does not allow SOG&E to establish a 

tracking account \vhich records the refund an\ounts during the hHerim period. 

Customer Communications. The settlement provides that SOG&E wiJI, at 

its own eXpel\Se, infortn its customers about changes in the market occurring 

after the endof the transitiQn period. SOG&Eis witness agreed that SnG&E 

would work with ConHnission staff in developing the informatiOll. 

Interim nate Cap. The settlement would permit SOC&E to cap its 

residential, small commercial and lighting customer rates at levels not to exceed 

112.5% of (rozen electric rate levels "on a monthly average basis" for the months 

of July, August} and September 1999. Any revenue shortfall as a result of the cap 

would be recovered (rom customers in subsequent months, with a rate 

component that is "nonhypassable." The seUlell\ent does 110t identify the rate 

with more specificity. The settlement provides that SDG&E will not propose a 

"similar" rate cap for the year 2000 in this proceeding. 

PX DUling tag. The settlement prOVides that SDG&E will amortize the 

existing PX billing lag amount by increasing the PX price for bundled service 

customers in the period prior to the end of the transition period. The "]>X hilling 

lag amount" is the difference belween the energy rate SnC&E charged its 
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customers on the basis of a (Olt."CdSt and the actual amounts it spent on energy 

pursuant to billings (rom the PX and ISO. SDG&Eis witness estimates this 

aIllOunt to be about $40 miJIioIl. If this amount is not (ully amortized by the end 

of the transition period, the "undercollection" would be entered into the leBA 

aI1.d recovered in subsequent periods "on a nonbypassable basis" (rom all 

customers. The settlement does not specify precisely how the amoUllt would be 

recovered in rates. At the hearing. SOG&E stated its intent to me an advice letter 

to increase the PX price (or its bUl'ldled customers in an attempt to (ecoyer the PX 

hillit\g lag amount, before the end of the transition period. 

Utility Commodity Servi~e. The settlement provides that no later than 

Phase II of this proceeding the COll\Olission will consider the issue of SDG&Eis 

proposed "collul1.odity PBR" ratemaking mechariism. SDG&E agrees to engage 

the parties in discussions on this matter in the interirn. The seUlenHmt also 

identifies a legal and policy dispute regarding whether SOG& E must bid ir\to and 

purchase from the PX after the conclusion of the rate freeze. The settlement does 

not resolve the issue except that SDG&E agrees to continue to purchase all of its 

default retail customers' el\ergy from the ISO/PX during the interim period. The 

settlement allows for SOG&E to propose changes to Schedule PX due to changes 

in SOG&E's PX market purchases, through the advice letter process. 

Rate Design. The seUlernent sets forth a rate design methodology for the 

Interim period that, (or the most part, is consistent with current rate desigI\. 

Time of Use Hates. SDG&E agrees to withdraw its proposal to eliminate 

some time-of-use rate schedtt]es. It may revisit the issue in a.\other forum or in 

Phase 2 of these consolidated applications. 

Discussion 

SDG&Eis application proposed ways of terminating its rate freeze and 

transition period effectivCo July I, 1999. Because of the complex nature of the 
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requirements of AD 1890, SDG&E's proposals are complex. Because the end of 

the transition period signals the begilUling of more vigorous cOInpelition iI\ 

SDG&E's energy markets, some of SDG&E's original proposals were, not 

surprisingly, controversial with competitors and consumer groups alike. SDG&E 

filed its application with little time for (ormal Commission review. For that 

reason, the Conlnlission urged the parties to reach a seUlernel\t that would guide 

SDG&E's ratenlaking and accounting on all interinl basis. The hope was that the 

parties and the COlllmission would subsequently be able to consider the issues 

more deliberately in Phase 1 and Phase 2 of these consolidated applications. 

\Vith little time and information, a group of parties representing 

customers, competitors, unions and quasi-governmental bodies have resolved 

their differences on an inlerin\ basis, presenting the Commission with a 

settlement that would facilitate the end of the transition period as simply as 

possible under the circull\stances. The seUlenlcnt also fulfills the requiren\ent 

that its essential elements n\ay be retroactively nlodified in the event that the 

Commission finds any element unlawful or contrary to the public interest.1 \Ve 

commend the parties for their quick action and thoughtful proposaJ. 

The settlement in general appears to be in the public interest. Three 

elements of the settlement, howeveri create some concern. The first is the 

provision that would change the transn\ission rate to include Rl\1R costs during 

the period before the I'ERC acts on SDG&E's request for a rate change. FERC, 

not this Commission, has jurisdiction over transmission r,ltes. \Ve adopt the 

settlement on an interim basis and with the understanding that the treatment of 

I As the SDG&E witness clarified, the utility Illay not retroactively change the 
inforrnation it provides to customers Of change the c,'pped f.,tes. 
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J{~1R costs may be retroactively modified, consistent with subsequent orders of 

this Commission or FERC. 

Qur second area of concern is with respect to the settlement's treatment of 

rate reduction bond proceeds. In its original appJication, SOC&E proposed to 

utilize remaining bond procceds to o((set the Trust Transfer A1'llOtmt (ITA) rate 

element of customers bills. Despite the early end to the rate freeze, the ITA will 

rem~in on ratepayers bills until the rate reduction bonds arc repaid in 2007. The 

settlement does not contain an offset to the ITA. \Ve find that offsetting the ITA 

is necessary to protect residential and small cOI1unercial custOrllerS against the 

possibility of rate increases. In addition the bonds were issued to prOVide 

benefits to residential 31\d sn\aU cOlnmercial ratepayers and offsetting the TT A 

one [or one with the proceeds is a (air and reasonable use of the proceeds for this 

interim order. In order to find the settlement acceptable, we find that it m.use 

contain at\ offset to the ITA. We ask the parties to ll\odi(y the seUien,ent to allow 

the rate reduction bond proceeds to offset the IT A one for one. \Ve will not 

specify how any remaining proceeds should be disposed of or how long the 

offset should last. These issues arc properly resolved in the post-transition 

ratemaking proceeding. 

\Ve are also concerned with the provision that appears to permit SDG&E to 

"carryover" costs incurrcd during the rate freeze period into the subsequent 

period. This occurs because the settlement specifics July I, 1999 as the effective 

date (or modified rates. As \ ... e stated in 0.97-10-057 and other orders, AB 1890 

does not permit a utility to carryover costs incurred during the rate freeze into 

the post·rate (reeze period. Doing so would effectively permit the utilit}' to 

charge rates at levels higher than those in effect on June 10, 1996 in vio1atiOl\ of 

the rate (reeze requirement o( Section 368. \Vhether or not transition costs would 

constitute "costs incurred during the rate (reeze" or would otherwise not qualify 
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lor recovery after the rate freeze period in the circumstances ~nticipated by the 

settlement is a matter lor final resolution at a later date and one which we might 

be able to avoid altogether. Therefore, we ask parties to modify the settlement to 

dearly specify that the rate freeze will end when the TCBA has a month-end zero 

or positive balance including any entries due to the undcrcollectiOl\ or 

overcollection of the PX Billing Lag. 

lVe herein adopt the settlement as modified with the condition that its 

provisions may be subject to retroactive changes in consideration of the law and 

public policy, and pursuant to Otlr deliberations in Phase 1 of these consolidated 

applications. 

This alternate has been circulated for review pursuant to the requirements 

of Pub. Util.Code Section 311 (e). Several parties filed comments on the ALl's 

proposed decision and the alternate order issued by Commissioner Duque. 

SDG&E opposes any Commission sta(f oversight of its customer 

information program. SDG&E argues lhe requirCll\ents itl that regard will slow 

down the process and should be less forma1J as the settlentN\t anticipates. 

ORA gener,llly supports the alternate decision. With respect to the of(sets 

to the IT A, ORA observes that the offset will minimize potential rate impacts 

that were not apparent when it signed lhe settlement. ORA shares SDG&E's 

opposition to the it\formation program requiren'l.ents. This order modifies 

slightly the process (or reviewing SDG&E's customer infon1'lation materials. \Ve 

encourage SDG&E to continue to work with the settling parties to ensure that the 

objectives of the communications plan are met. 

UCAN supports the alternate order. 

Edison objects to the discussion in the ALl's proposed decision and 

alternate with regard to Section 368(a) as it pertains to the rate freeze and 

whether costs may be carried over from the rate (reeze period to the post-
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transition period. Consistent with our previous discussions about the interim 

nature of the seUlemel\t's provisions, we do not resolve the legal maller here. 

Parties will have adequate opportunity to addressthe issue subsequent phases of 

this proceeding. The language in this order serve to put SDG&E on notice that it 

assurnes some risk that the Commission n\ight ultimately interpret the law to 

prohibit SOG&E from recovering PX lag (osts the way the settlement provides. 

Findings of Fact 

l. SDG&E proposes that the Commission end the transitiOll period effective 

July 1, 1999. 

2. SOG&E and several parties to this proceeding filed a settlement that 

would facilitate the end of the transition period on an interim basis. No party 

opposes the settlement. 

3. AB 1890 does not permit costs to be carried over into the post·rate freeze 

period. 

4. Ending the rate freeze whell the TCBA has a n\Onth-el\d zero or positive 

balance indudh\g any entries due to the undercollection or overcollectiOl\ of the 

PX 8mb\g Lag), rather than a fixed date, would not require costs to be carried 

over into the post-rate freeze period. 

5. The ITA will ren\ain on ratepayer bills until the rate reduction bonds are 

repaid. 

6. Significant rate reduction bond proceeds remain available and we do not 

specify how these proceeds shall be disposed of. 

7. In Resolution AL} 176-3011 dated March 4, 1999, the Comnlission 

preliminarily categorized this application as ratesetting, and preliminarily 

detern\h\ed that hearings were necessary. 
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Conclusion of Law 

1. The Commission should adopt the settlement if the parties agree to modify 

it to offset the Tf A and to end the rate freeze when the TCBA has a n\onth·end 

zero or positive balance including any entries due to the undercoHeclion or 

overcollcction of the rX Billing Lag. 

2. All elements of the settlement may be modified retroactively (ollowing the 

consideration of related issues in Phase 1 of these consolidated applications and 

consistellt with the law and pubJic policy. 

3. O((setting the ITA with excess bond proceeds is a fair and reasOl\able use 

of the proceeds for this interim order. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 

I. The settling parties shall rneet and confer to determine whether the 

conditions set (orth herein are a<:ceptable modifications to their settlement. 

SDG&E and the settling parties shall file joint comments within 5 days of the 

effective date of this decision to indicate their acceptance of the conditions 

discussed herein. 

2. Upon receipt o( a<:ceptance of the conditions discussed herein, the Joint 

rvlotion (or Adoption of Settlement Agreement filed on April 15, 1999 by San 

Diego Gas and Electric Company, Office of Ratepayer Advocates, Utility 

Consumer Action Network, California Street Lighting Associationl Southern 

California Edison Company; California Power Exchange, Coalition of California 

Utility Employees, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Federal Executive 

Agencies, California Farm Bureau 11ederalion, California Retail Association, 

Automated I'o\\'er Exchange, and the Alliance for Retail Markets is granted. 

3. SDG&E shall notify the Commission that it has rtXovered its generaHon-
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related transition costs, as specified in Section 367(a) of the PUC Code, and the 

rate freeze is over by filing an advke letter on the day the TCBA has a month-end 

zero or positive balal\ce including any entries due to the undcrcollection or 

ovcrcollection of the PX Billing Lag. 

4. If settling parties agree to the nlodifications to the settlement, SDG&E shall 

file an advice letter within 15 days of the effective date of this dc<:ision with 

interim rates and tariff schedules consistent with the findings of this order. This 

advice letter shall consolidate revenue and cost allocation impacts (rom decisions 

in Application (A.) 98-05-019, et al.} A.98-07-006, et ai, A.98-05-OOl, et at, and 

A.98-12-025. The advice leller shall become effective on the date the rate freeze 

ends, subject to Energy Division determining that theadvice leiter is in 

compliance with this decision and decisions in the above referenced applications. 

SDG&E shall include, in the advice letter filing, work papers dearl}' delineating 

rate changes due to this order and the above referenced orders.· 

5. \Vithin ten days of the effective date of this deCisio),l, SOG&E shall subn\it, 

in written (orn\ its custon\er conUllunications plan with all proposed educational 

ll\atcrials and customer sen'ice scripts, to the Consumer Services Division, the 

Energy Division, and the Public Advisors Office. The Public Advisor's Office 

shaH review the plan and specify necessary changes, if any, within 5 days of 
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receipt. Materials developed subsequently shaH also be submitted for review and 

approval by the Public Advisor. 

This order is effective today. 

Dated r-..1ay 27, 1999, at San Francisco, California. 

\Ve willlile a wriltel\ conCllrrence. 

/s/ RICHARD A. BILAS 
President 

/s/ JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
COl1l1uissioner 
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Conln)ission~r 

COIumissioner Henry ~1. Duque, 
being necessarily absentJ did not 
participate. 
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President Richard A. BUas and Commissioner Josiah L. Neeper, Concurring: 

This decision represents a milestone in electric restructuring: The first 

company to reach the end of the rate freeze and the transition period. \Ve are very 

pleased that San Diego Gas and Electric has been able to manage its company in such 

a way sO as to bring the benefits of electric restructuring to its ratepayers a full 2 ~ 

years earJier than required by the Legislature. This speaks very well for the future of 

the company, and the {ututeof the industry. 

There is one aspect ~o this decision which is troubling us. As we understand it, 

there is a significant average rate decrease for SDG&E customers to go into effect On 
. . 

July I, with further reductions to come in the future when rail-end transition costs and 
~. 

restructuring implementation costs are fully collected. Our recollection from 1995 

was that the Commission and the Legislature anticipated that ratepayers would 

receive a 20% rate decrease by 2001 even if no restructuring took place at all. The 

idea was that restructuring, and the introduction of competition. would provide 

benefits even greater than this 20%. We also understood that the benefits were to be . 
across-the-board. from the smallest residential customer to the largest industrial 

cllstomer. Everyone was supposed to be a winner. 

\Ve remain committed to this principle. And we intend to see that the benefits 

of cnding the rate freeze are allocated fairly aCross all classes. 

Today we have before us an aU-party settlement that allows the rate freeze to 

end on July I. To allow this monumental achievement to occtir, parties agreed that 

the substantial tenns of the settlement - the nitty-gritty detans - would be subject to 

further review, including retroactive changes back to the date the decision goes into 

effect 
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A major issue is the allocation of the post· rate freeze benefits. \Ve{ullyexpect 

this issue to be reviewed at the earliest possible date. This may be in the post

transition ratemaking proceeding, or in another appropriate forum. We will be 

reviewing any proposed decision that addresses allocations to ensure that benefits are 

spread reasonablyeventy. In particular, we intend to ensure that residetltial 

ratepayers receive their fair share of the promised benefits, along with the bigger 

players. To this end, we will also look very closely at the RAP decision before the 

Commission at next week's continuation ~eeting. 

We intetld to vote for Cormnissioner Duquets alternate and file a Concurring 

Opinion. 

RICHARD A. BILAS 
President 

San Francisco, California 
May 27, 1999 

.a,/~,(~ 
V';OSIAH L. NEEPER 

Comolissioner 
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1)I'csidcnt Richard A. Bilas and CommIssioner Josiah L. Neepcr, ConclIrring: 

This decision represents a milestone in electric restntcturing: The first 

company to reach the end of the rate freeze and the transition period. \Ve are very 

pleased that San Diego Gas and Electric has been able to manage its company in such 

a way so as to bring the benefits of electric restructuring (0 its ratepayers a full i Yz 

years earlier than required by the Legislature. This speaks very well for the future of 

the company, and the future of the industry. 

There is one aspect to this decision which is troubling us. As we understand it. 

there is a significant average ratc decrease for SDG&E customers to go into effect on 

July 1. with further reductions to come in the future when tail-end transition costs and 

restructuring implementation costs arc fully collected. Our recollectioll fro)}) 1995 

was that the Commission and the Legislature anticipated that ratepayers would 

receive a 20% ratcdecrease by 2001 even if no restmcturing took place at all. The 

idea was that restructuring. and the introduction of conlpetition, would provide 

benefits even greater than this 200/0. \Ve also understood that the bencfits were to be 

across-the-board, from the smallest residential customer to the largest industrial 

customer. Everyone was supposed to be a winner. 

\Ve rcmain committed to this principle. And we intend (0 see that the benefits 

of ending the rate freeze are allocated fairly across a1l classes. 

Today we have before us an all-party seltlcment that allows the rate freeze to 

end on July I. To allow this monumental achievement to occlir. parties agreed that 

the substantial terms of the settlcment - the nitty-gritty dctails - would be subject to 

further review, including rctroactive changes back to the date the decision goes into 

effect. 
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A major issue is the allocation of the post-rate freeze benefits. \Ve fully expect 

this issue to be reviewed at the earliest possible date. This may be in the post

transition ratemaking proceeding. or in another appropriate ronnll. \Ve wili be 

reviewing mly proposed decision that addresses allocations to cns~lrc that bel1efits are 

spread reasonably evenly. In particular, we intend to ensure that residential 

ratepayers receive their rair share of the promised benefits, along with the bigger 

players. To this etld, we wiH also look very closely at the RAP decision before the 

COllulljssion at next wcek's continuation n\ceting. 

\Ve intend to vote for Commissioner Duque's alternate and file a Concurring 

. Opinion. 

RICHARD A. IULAS 
Pr~.sidcnt 

San Fmncisco. California 
1o.·fay 27, 1999 

a,/~%7h,-
V';OSIAH [to NEEP~:R 

Commissioner 


